ECLIPSE
SHUTTERS
9824 Currie Davis Drive ∙ Tampa, Florida 33619
Phone (813) 623-1492 ∙ (800)338-8378 ∙ Fax (813-620-4318
www.superiordesignproducts.com

Innovation & Design
The classic look of interior shutters is now within reach. Eclipse Shutters are elegant to behold,
and blend beautifully with a wide variety of design sensibilities. Transform ordinary windows into
inspiring new highlights of the home with Eclipse Shutters.
This versatile shutter can be custom designed to satisfy your specific needs. Choose from a
variety of options including three louver sizes, four frame styles, four fashionable colors, and
almost any dimension.
Eclipse Shutters are offered with a traditional tilt bar design or the unobstructed view of the
Clearview option. Whatever you desire, Eclipse Shutters are the finishing touch to make your
home complete.
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Eclipse Shutter Features
Design Options








Traditional Tilt-bar or Clearview®
While some people still want the classic styling of the tilt-bar for opening and closing their shutters, others
want an unobstructed view. For this, Eclipse™ offers the Clearview® option. A patented series of
connectors moves the louvers with the lightest touch of the fingers. Clearview® offers a clean appearance
when the shutters are closed, while also providing an undivided view of the outdoors when fully opened.
Order Clearview ® to achieve an even greater perspective!
3 Louver Sizes - 2 ½", 3 ½", and 4 ½"
4 colors – Cotton, Pearl, Sandstone, Vanilla
4 Frame Styles
French door cut outs
Bi-fold and Bypass Track Systems - Great for doors, closets and room dividers

Waterproof
Water can be a destructive force around bathrooms, kitchens and other high humidity areas. The wrong types of
materials in these spaces may rust, crack, mildew and even warp. Fortunately, Eclipse Shutters resist all of these
damaging effects - making them the perfect choice for water-prone environments.

Washable
Permanent marker is permanent on most surfaces, but not on Eclipse Shutters. Ink, crayon and other staining
agents don’t hold to the smooth surface. In most cases, soap and water is all it takes to remove unsightly blemishes
- something wood and cloth just can’t claim. And removing the shutters for cleaning is a breeze. From the simplicity
of the two-part hinges, to its ultra-lightweight composition, this shutter system can be removed from the window by
a single person within seconds - and reinstalled without needing a manual.

Energy Efficient
Eclipse Shutters are designed with hollow Polyresin3® construction - pockets of air designed into the louver and
frame parts. These air pockets keep the individual pieces of the shutter system from transferring energy as quickly
as solid construction would do. Save on your heating and cooling bills by installing Eclipse Shutters.

Child Safety
Because there are no dangling cords, the Eclipse Shutters are a safe window covering product with children or
pets.

Long Lasting
Eclipse Shutters are made using only pure materials. There are no recycled elements being mixed into the product.
The result is that Eclipse shutters are the strongest and longest-lasting shutter you can buy. The shutter system is
guaranteed not to distort, crack, chip or fade. And it’s backed up by a 25-year warranty.

Fire-retardant
Polyresin3® has inherent flame-retardant qualities built right into the material. Without adding any coatings or
coverings, Polyresin3® resists ignition and flame spread, burns at a higher temperature than many other materials,
and commonly will not burn once the flame source is removed. These characteristics make Eclipse Shutters a safe
option for both commercial and residential applications.

Virtually Indestructible
The Eclipse Shutter has a resilient composition. Its durable finish makes dents and scratches a rare possibility. And
if the shutter does become scratched, simply buff it away using steel wool without leaving any unsightly marring.

Color Fast
Eclipse Shutters will never fade or turn yellow due to ultra-violet light or exposure. The original color will survive the
life of the shutter - guaranteed.
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Eclipse Shutter Net Price List
Standard Pricing Information
White finishes in 2 ½", 3 ½", and 4 ½" louvers
Minimum order size/amount

$13.50/sq ft net
4 sq ft

Installation per square foot, standard rectangular opening*

$2.50/sq ft net

Handling/delivery charge

$2.00/opening net

Measure charge

See install pricing

*Additional trip charges may apply, please refer to our installation price list for other charges.

Surcharges
Deep L frame

No additional charge

Bypass or bi-fold track

Add 9 sq ft to total

Double hung panels

20%

Hidden and/or offset tilt bar

No additional charge

French door cut outs

$125 net per cut out

Additional molding, framing, build out and filler strips

Per job basis

How to Calculate Square Footage for Pricing Purposes
Round up opening width and length to next full inch. Multiply rounded up width
and height by each other, divide by 144 and round up that result to the next whole
number.
Example: (72 ½ x 81 ½) = (73" x 82") = (5986/144) = 41.569 = 42 square feet
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